De novo identification of binding sequences for antibody replacement molecules.
A new in silico method has been developed that automatically identifies peptide sequences that can bind to targets of known three-dimensional structure. The method is potentially faster and more economical than traditional methods of raising antibodies by means of hybridomas or biopanning technology. The current algorithm creates an initial peptide library that is either completely random or that is constrained by the user. This library represents only a small fraction of possible sequence space and the peptides are created with a specified torsional geometry. The library is used as input to any number of available molecular docking programs and the library is docked and scored. The final rank ordering is then used to create a new library by constraining that library to the sequence conservation pattern deduced from the top N-scoring peptides in the first round. Successive rounds of screening, scoring, and new library creation ultimately results in the system converging to a final solution set of peptides. To test the method, a family of novel peptides that can bind to, and inhibit the enzyme Deoxyribonuclease I has been discovered. The peptides inhibit the enzyme either alone or when placed into a protein backbone structure as has been confirmed experimentally.